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in Institutional Research

One of the most interesting aspects of the application of sys
tems science to university administration is the use of sim
ulation models in institutional research, This paper treats the
benefits, implementation and prognosis of computer-assisted
university administration with particular emphasis on univer
sity planning and cost simulation models. The point of view
taken is that of a university office of institutional research,
since the function and use of simulation models parallels the
role of institutional research in university decision-making
and planning.

Among the responsibilities of an office of institutional re
search is assisting the decision-making process by providing
information needed to solve resource allocation problems. In
both short and long range planning, the problem is the same.
What distribution of scarce resources will best ensure that the
university meets its institutional goals and objectives? To
provide this information, the office must be aware of the
costs (past allocations) of campus programs, university aca
demie and financial policies, enrolment trends and the likely
influence of any suggested distribution of resources or changes
in campus programs, policies or enrolment patterns. Given the
complex nature of university organizational structures, with a
variation in one subsystem inducing changes in many other
components of the organization, the institutional researcher
has always had to think like any applied systems scientiste
His model was either intuitive, back-of-the-envelope variety
or, more recently for sorne, computer models which simulate
internaI institutional dynamics to varying degrees of ap
proximation.
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benefits

Given the state of the art of modelling in universities and cur
rent institutional experience with analytical management
tools, immediate benefits will result more from model design
.and experimental implementation than from operational
model use in decision making and planning. The modelling
process leads to a better understanding of the institution. It
provides a structured method for instruction of management
and support people in the value and use of analytical man
agement tools. It tends to make institutional self-examination
a routine process rather than an epochal event. Management
games with models give decision makers insight into the· com
plicated.. relationships between costs, resource requirements
and academie programs. Universities experimenting with
simulation models are more susceptible to collateral develop
ments in long range planning ; management information sys
tems; planning, programming and budgeting systems; and
the coordinated evolution of other campus operating and
planning systems. These institutions are also likely to have
more success in grappling with the problems of formaI and
substantive accountability. In short, modelling encourages the
growth of logical management processes throughout the cam
pus.

Improvement in completeness, accuracy and consistency of
the institutional administrative data base usually accom
panies experimentation with models. Since compatibility of
data elements in institutional files supporting the model is
essential, efforts to improve these files yield sources of infor
mation which can be integrated for many management pur
poses. Planning models supported by institutional files with
compatible data elements are an important medium for im
proving communications and hence trust among aIl levels and
groups interested in the planning process. These are essential
to the eventual productive integration of analytical tools and
techniques into the normal campus operating and planning
processes. Models can also be useful in isolating sorne of the
technical problems of generating normative, comparable and
compatible inter-institutional data. For many analysts and
decision makers, modelling experience is like a short course
in the institution's recent history which enhances participants'
abi1i.ty to define campus management problems and formulate
"what if" questions for further analysis.

There are other benefits in modelling. Politically, model use
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may convince granting agencies and legislators that institu
tions are seriously grappling with resource allocation problems.
Moreover, the potential of models as teaching aids should not
be overlooked in the training and orientation of newman
agement staff, including academie department heads and
administrative assistants. The effort to develop the model and
its integrated data base may pay off by providing an effect
ive way of generating many of the ad hoc and routine reports
required by university management as weIl as by external
agencies.

implementation

Many implementation problems of university simulation
models are not generically different from those associated with
the implementation of other analytical management tools and
techniques. These are weIl rehearsed in the literature' so we
will concentrate on those aspects of implementation that more
particularly relate to modelling.

A university can design, develop and implement its own
simulation model. The major ones available had their genesis
at a particular university." Experience at The University of
Calgary supports the conclusion that experimentation with
simple computer models has the advantage that analysts and
managers involved gained a good deal of insight into their own
university and appreciation of the art of modelling. However,
it becomes evident quickly, like our experience with early com
puters, that a simple model generates an appetite it cannot
satisfy. The development and programming costs necessary to
build modela comparable ta, say, CAMPUS3 or RRPM4 are
hard to justify on most campuses, thus, we will consider the
implementation of an "off-the-shelf" model.

Since the general model has been designed for use at many
types of institutions and for a wide spectrum of management
purposes, it will not meet aIl the needs of any particular in
stitution," Implementation will be time consuming and ex
pensive. Model program classification structure and data ele
ment definitions will not match exactly the university struc
ture or administrative practice. Existing data banks will need
extensive modification to adequately support the model, T'hus,
since any non-custom model will need modification to sim..
ulate each unique campus, anticipated implementation prob
lems should be important criteria in choosing the model,
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In considering available models, one should bear in mind
the following. An analog of a complicated system must in
corporate simplifying assumptions with respect to internal
dynamics of the system if it is to be a cost effective model. The
disaggregation of detailed institutional information required
as model output influences input data specifications and the
precision with which the model imitates the real institution.
The person evaluating contending models must decide whether
the effective trade-off in this dimension by model designers is
appropriate for hiscircumstance. In general, long range plan
ning models can be more aggregated than modelsused for short
range budgeting, operating or decision-making. Disaggregated
models are more expensive in virtually aIl respects, including
the expense of developing and maintaining support systems.

The following checklist of questions may be helpful to those
considering implementation of a simulation model.

(1) What data must be generated to support the model?
What are the minimum specifications of these data?

(2) What are the minimum computer hardware requirements?
Are there any special software requirements?

(3) What other resource requirements in terms of dollars,
people and specifie talents must be met?

(4) Whatspecific, practical Improvements in which aspects
of short and long range planning can be expected?

(5) What secondary or spin-off benefits should be anti
cipated?

(6) How does the present university commitment to and ex
perience with analytical management tools affect these
expectations?

(7) What units of the institution should be included in the
implementation team?

(8) When and how should members of the faculty be involved
with model implementation?

pace, barriers and prognosis

The pace of introduction of models for university administra
tion in Canada is slow. However, within the institutions there
is a growing realization that modern management procedures
must be adapted to the universities if we are to meet society's
demands within current fiscal constraints. Also, demands for
information on institutional stewardship of public money
will tend to quicken the pace but there are a number of bar-
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riers to fast, widespread implementation of university plan
ning and cost models.

The major barrier is the nature of university management
and planning. These are Sisyphean tasks which are inherently
perplexing because of the lack of measurable institutional
goals, objectives and outputs. A nearly equally troublesome
barrier is the decentralizednature of post-secondary educa
tion in Canada, which makes difficult the co-ordinated, or
even co-operative, development of expensive university man
agement tools, techniques and systems. There are two further
.barriers which slow the pace: one is the conservative attitude
of university faculty toward change, particularly change that
could influence the complicated political procedures by which
internal university policy and planning decisions are taken
traditionaIly; the other is the inherent complexity of the
models and the maintenance costs of these and of associated
support systems.

Thus, the prognosis is an estimate of the relative strengths
of pressures to introduce more analytical management into
higher education and the formidable barriers to effective
implementation. It seems likely that the next five years will
see a sharp rise in the use of analytical management tools
both within the universities and systems of universities in
response ta the need for a more creditable formaI accounting,
The substantive impact of these tools on improved quality of
services provided by universities is much more difficult ta
predict because of the apparent intransigent nature of the
problems of quantification in university management and
planning.
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